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4 5LORENZ RICHARD & ARAMIS NAVARRO

OUR HISTORY

LORIS began as an idea between Lorenz Richard and his 
friends in 2012. Brought together by a common love for adven-
ture and old motorbikes, they would spend countless hours in 
a shared garage space customising their bikes. Frustrated at 
the inauthenticity of big multinational ‘outsider’ brands, they 
would bounce around ideas of creating a new brand – one 
that truly reflected them and their lifestyle. The seed of the 
idea was planted and over the years Lorenz couldn’t let it go.  
Lorenz, influenced by his father, an architect, and movie stars 
such as James Dean, developed an eye for visual aesthetics 
very early on. He started working for a sunglasses company 
in California before turning his talent towards photography 
and becoming a globally renowned photographer.  But there 
was one thing that always bothered him, his art was always 
limited to the vision of Art Directors that commissioned the 
project. So in 2015, inspired by the opportunity to express 
his own creative freedom and to liberate those around him, 
he worked to make the brand a reality. He reached out to 
fellow swiss artist Aramis Navarro to help design the collec-
tion and in 2016 the company LORIS was founded. Aramis, 
a professional artist and skateboarder based in Zurich, ori-
ginally trained as a polymechanic. This knowledge perfectly  
complimented his ability to sculpt beautiful objects – leading 
to a truly unique set of frame designs that set LORIS apart. 

STRICTLY LIMITED EDITION

We believe that you’re unique and the objects in your life 
should reflect that. That’s why we’ve committed to only ma-
king 250 of each colour way / model. That’s it. No more. Ever. 
No matter how popular – we won’t change. These small batch 
runs ensure that we can truly maintain our handcrafted na-
ture and strong levels of quality control. So choose your pur-
chase wisely – this could be the last pair you ever need to buy.

OUR PROCESS

Every pair of LORIS frames are handmade in northern Italy. 
Starting with a CNC machine cutting the raw form out of a 
plate of acetate, the process leads over tumblering, polishing 
and assembling to a finished product with high attention to 
detail. We use the highest grade of cellulose acetate from 
Mazzucchelli. We love to work with acetate not only because 
it’s a beautiful material but also because it’s reactive to heat. 
Our goal is to create classic sunglasses with a modern twist 
and a maximum range of comfort. So the more you wear your 
acetate sunglasses, the more they fit you – since the aceta-
te reacts to your body heat. For the lenses we have chosen 
Carl Zeiss Vision to match our idea of a high quality product. 

OUR PHILOSOPHY

We work hard to make beautiful, high quality, responsible 
eyewear that’s meant to last. We are dedicated to making the 
best product of its kind, which is why we only work with the 
best suppliers. We pay attention to the little things, so that 
when you wear LORIS you instantly feel the difference. We 
don’t believe in mass produced materialism and prefer to fill 
our lives with a curated set of objects that really mean some-
thing. We chose to produce our sunglasses using the tradi-
tional acetate method, because it’s equal parts artistry and 
craftsmanship. Developed in a time where objects were trea-
sured and meant to last, you can be sure that if you look after 
our frames, they will be the last ones you ever need to buy. We 
challenge our customers to make new memories that last as 
long as our glasses. We believe in individualism, freedom and 
expression and we hope to inspire you to see life differently. 



LORIS LUNETTES ARE DESIGNED 
BY US IN SWITZERLAND  

AND LOVINGLY HANDCRAFTED  
BY ARTISANS IN ITALY.  

WE ONLY USE THE HIGHEST 
QUALITY MATERIALS  

AND CARL ZEISS LENSES.
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The LUG is our answer to retro inspired sunglasses.  
Do you remember the movie «Léon the professional» with 
Jean Reno? That’s where we got our inspiration from.  
A true classic look with a modern twist for him and her. THE LUG – HORN

LUG
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14 15THE LUG – GOLD

«SEE PLACES»



16 17 THE LUG – HORN

«THIS IS AFRICA»



18 19 THE LUG – GOLD  THE LUG – OVERVIEW
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During our design process we realized that  
the LUG works great as an optical frame as well.  
It is the perfect every day campagnion. THE LUG OPTICAL– HORN

LUG 
OPTICAL
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«YOUR PERFECT
EVERDAY COMPAGNION»

THE LUG OPTICAL – CRYSTAL



24 25THE LUG OPTICAL – HORN THE LUG OPTICAL – OVERVIEW 
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The FINO is our model for all the women with  
classic taste. The frame is made out of thick  
acetate plates to pay tribute to that classic look. THE FINO – HAVANNA

FINO
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«SIMPLY CLASSIC»

THE FINO – SAND THE FINO – BLACK



30 31THE FINO – SAND



32 33THE FINO – HAVANNA THE FINO – OVERVIEW
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The CHIPHE   — edgy, postmodern sunglasses for 
both female and male. Our most expressive shape  
that will stand out on anywhere you go. THE CHIPHE – ACID

CHIPHE



36 37THE CHIPHE – BLACK DEVIL



38 39 THE CHIPHE – ACID

«EDGY»



40 41THE CHIPHE – BLACK DEVIL THE CHIPHE – OVERVIEW
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The BURDOCK are timeless sunglasses that look  
good on every face. They fit like your favourite pair  
of jeans, making them our reliable go to shape. Even 
though the BURDOCK is our most masculin model  
they can easily be worn by all the rock n roll babes  
out there as well. BURDOCK – TORTOISE

BURDOCK



44 45 BURDOCK – BLACK

We hung out with Luca Ragnelli, a true petrolhead,  
restaurant owner, skier, cyclist and excellent chef  
from Geneva. Whatever Luca is involved in, he does  
it with passion. After burning some rubber on the  
track we had a chat with him over a cold Italian beer.

TRACKDAY WITH LUCA 

How and why did you become a chef?
I started cooking in my families restaurant. My dad was a chef and he introduced 
me to the love for cooking. After high school I was morn drawn towards doing  
something with my hands rather then going to University. After working in a few 
5 star hotels and high class restaurants, I decided to go to a hotel management 
college, which allowed me to open my own restaurant, «le Décanteur» in Geneva, 
12 years after my first introduction into the world of cooking.

What are you looking for when you are cooking?
My cuisine is simple and pays tribute to seasonal products. I love the italian 
and french cuisine. There is nothing better then going to the market to choose 
the products I will cook later. I am a big fan of taking vegetables or seafood as 
a base and building up the tastes with different herbs.

What inspires you?
The moments that inspire me the most are away from my business, when my 
spirit is free. This can be behind the wheel of a classic car on a racetrack, spen-
ding time with my family, skiing, cycling or having a beer with a friend. Foodwise 
I get inspired by exotic cuisines when I am traveling, reading a book or simply 
going to the market. Inspiration is everywhere – just soak it up.

What is passion for you?
Passion is everything to me. The first chef I learned from always said when we 
were preparing the dishes: «Don’t forget to add love to the plates my Loulou.» 
It’s a simple saying with a lot of meaning – so it stuck with me. I am passionate 
about loads of things so I am rarely bored. All the things I am interested in have 
an esthetic and technical component: This goes from a dish presented to a 
client, to my ski pants that need to be light, functional and stylish to the Momo 
steering wheel on my Porsche. People often say that I am an esthete which is 
quite flattering.

What do you love about Porsches so much?
To me the 911 is the perfect car. You can drive it everyday to work, to get groce-
ries, to visit your grandma over the weekend or take it on to the racetrack. One 
car does it all. Then the esthetics, the timeless design of the car, the sound, the 
smell and the feeling of driving it. And last but not least the technical aspect: 
these cars are built to last and of course to go fast.
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«THEY FIT LIKE  
YOUR FAVORITE PAIR

OF JEANS.»

BURDOCK – BLACK



50 51BURDOCK – BLACK BURDOCK – OVERVIEW
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The ORE is our introduction into metal frames. 
Minimalistic sunglasses with silicon nose pads,  
and flat glasses. THE ORE – BLACK

ORE
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«REMOVABLE SHIELDS  
FOR THE CITY.»

THE ORE – SILVER



56 57THE ORE – GOLD THE ORE – OVERVIEW
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THE ORE  Glacier – we love the great outdoors as 
well as the city. A model that combines the two 
worlds with removable leather shields was on our 
list for a long time. THE ORE GLACIER – GOLD

ORE 
GLACIER
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«DESIGNED FOR 
THE GREAT OUTDOORS»

THE ORE GLACIER – GOLD



64 65THE ORE GLACIER – GOLD THE ORE GLACIER – OVERVIEW 
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THE ORE Optical is a multifunctional frame.  
It works great with sun as well optical lenses.  
Therefore the decision to launch our first  
optical collection came easy. THE ORE OPTICAL – HORN

ORE 
OPTICAL
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«DESIGNED FOR YOUR EVERYDAY
VIEWING PLEASURE»

THE ORE OPTICAL – SILVER THE ORE OPTICAL – GOLD



72 73THE ORE OPTICAL – GOLD THE ORE OPTICAL – OVERVIEW



OVER VIEW
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BLACK
51–21–140
CHF 190

ACID
46–26–140

210 CHF

HORN
46–22–140

CHF 230

BLACK
46–19–140
CHF 240

BLACK
46–26–140

CHF 240

GOLD
46–19–140

CHF 275

BLACK
46–19–140

CHF 210

GOLD
46–19–140
CHF 240

HAVANNA
46–26–140

CHF 260

SILVER 
46–19–140

CHF 275

GOLD
46–19–140

CHF 210

SILVER 
46–19–140

CHF 210

SILVER
46–19–140
CHF 240

SAND
46–26–140

CHF 270

CRYSTAL BLUE GRADIENT
46–22–140

CHF 230

HORN
46–22–140

CHF 210

GOLD
46–22–140

CHF 220

BONE
46–22–140

CHF 210

CRYSTAL
46–22–140

CHF 210

CRYSTAL GREEN
46–22–140

CHF 230

BLACK DEVIL
46–26–140

190 CHF

STORMY
51–21–140
CHF 210

SAND
51–21–140
CHF 220

HORN
51–21–140
CHF 210

BURDOCK CHIPHE LUG LUG OPTICAL ORE ORE GLACIER ORE OPTICAL FINO



78 79ACCESSOIRES

DAD CAP 5 PANNEL CAP CASE LACES

LEATHER
ONE SIZE

CHF 35

DIVERSE
COLOR
CHF 20

WASHED GREY
ONE SIZE

CHF 45

BEIGE
ONE SIZE

CHF 45



LORIS-LUNETTES.COM


